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Takeaways from the 5/17 Visioning Task Force 
meeting – system goals

System 

goals shared 

at meeting

Retain and attract strong teachers, especially in highest priority areas

Reward teachers for continuous growth throughout their careers & provide 

career options that don’t require leaving the classroom

Simplify compensation system to provide greater transparency and 

predictability of what teachers can expect to earn over the course of their 

careers 

Feedback

Overall, feedback was fairly positive, with a few additional points to consider: 

• How to define terms (e.g., rewards, continuous growth, etc.)? 

• “Simplify” does not necessarily mean a single system for all educators 

(e.g., SSPs)

• How is the concept of fairness incorporated?
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Takeaways from the 5/17 Visioning Task Force 
meeting – base salary options (I)

Base 

option 1

Provide accelerated salary growth early in a teacher’s career in order to get to a 

sustaining salary for life goals

Feedback

Key strengths

• Connection to retention (esp. in early years) and recruitment; increases competitiveness with other 

districts; more lifetime earnings

Key challenges and unintended consequences

• Could drive attrition after initial increases taper off

• Would mean a sacrifice in earnings later in career

• Recruitment of experienced teachers could be more challenging

Base 

option 2

Using milestones for significant base salary bumps in order to help encourage 

longer-term retention

Feedback

Key strengths

• Incentivizes retention and could help with longevity; psychologically appealing; could help with 

transparency

Key challenges and unintended consequences

• How would salary setting work? Will there always be budget to pay the milestone increases? Should 

milestones be based on in-district retention or in-school? How to ensure teachers aren’t held hostage at 

potential milestone bumps?

• Could potentially be seen as complex, as well as complex to administer
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Takeaways from the 5/17 Visioning Task Force 
meeting – base salary options (II)

Base 

option 3

Move back to a traditional salary schedule with condensed lanes and/or steps in 

order to get salary ranges to be between $50k-$90k

Feedback

Key strengths

• Predictable; provides a stronger living wage; would help with competitiveness and retention

Key challenges and unintended consequences

• Financial sustainability and feasibility would be a challenge

• How would this fulfill mill levy commitment with voters? (Perhaps have movement in steps based on 

performance?)

• What does step growth look like inside the $50k-$90k range?

Base 

option 4
Use of different salary schedules/tracks for different kinds of teachers

Feedback

Key strengths

• Could help with retention in hard-to-staff/serve roles; simplicity and predictability; flexibility

Key challenges and unintended consequences

• How would salary shift if someone changed schedules? 

• Fairness: Who decides who gets put on separate tracks? (Could work with SSPs, but equity concerns 

among teacher groups)
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Takeaways from the 5/17 Visioning Task Force 
meeting – base salary options (III)

Base 

option 5

Utilize a “points” system for people to “choose your own adventure” in growing 

base salary 

Feedback

Key strengths

• Allows people to have control over compensation

Key challenges and unintended consequences

• Operationally difficult to facilitate and forecast for

• Potentially does not meet simplicity and predictability goals

• How would salary setting work for new teachers?

• Who determines what the point value of different pieces are? 

• How would this impact recruitment? 

• Could lead to people “playing the system”

Looking for the full notes from this meeting?

http://bit.ly/DPSVisioningNotes

http://bit.ly/DPSVisioningNotes

